
3/14/23 

Anna Riezinger  

c/o Box 520994 

Big Lake Alaska 99652 

Dear Anna, 

There are two reasons for my letter. I would like permission to reprint (by audio) your blog. Second, I am 

Noticing you as fiduciary of my billion dollar fraud claim. 

I was contemplating a web site of your articles using an ai to read them. I would charge a nominal fee (or 

free once my occupation is funded) and set it up so the living can click on any of your articles and have 

them read. This way you can use drive time, exercising and whatever to listen rather than read the 

articles. As you have done with Granna bytes as audio files, a different modality encourages learning. Is 

this acceptable? Since you have encouraged others to reprint your articles as a book and publish your 

works to spread the truth, I will presume your silence is pe;rmission. This letter will be published and 

will be sent certified return receipt # _70212720000085483951_ 

The second reason is to bring you up to date on my outdoor broadcast Combolisk Project (I informed 

you of the project when you asked for help in addressing corps on a webinar last summer). I had a first 

location but the owner got cold feet as I was in their courts for five years until I finally researched the 

sovereign angle. I then tried to get the help of a church along I-25 in the Denver Tech Center. They did 

not take the time to hear the truth especially regarding the issues with our government theater. I 

decided to notice them and take a little stronger approach as I was pretty sure they are set up as a 

corporation and are a dead church of foreign assets. I am noticing them the third time indicating they 

did not respond with standing on the Land and Soil. Their corporation isn’t even a complete thought as 

their registered agent is the same corporation in camel case to the articles of incorporation in upper 

case. So by last man standing, the Great Commission and Acts 2 need to spread the truth, I am going to 

take my claim and put Notice in the Public Library. I have also attached my Land Patent and Combolisk 

projects to the general assembly minutes as the only real public broadcast system. 

In using the Ron Gibson method to create a Land Patent Notice with text changes coming from a 

National, I discovered a multi billion dollar fraud. The church’s title chain dates back to an agreement 

and deed with Union Pacific Railway Co. The issue is that the Railroad Acts clearly state that the railroad 

will not be awarded letters patent until after 45 (25 closer to the Rockies) miles of track is complete and 

accepted by the Commission. In addition to the known fraud of Credit Mobilier to steal $50 million for 

the UP execs, UP became strapped for funds and sold land sections before getting the title. UP then 

went bankrupt and became Union Pacific Railroad Company Inc. In 1982 UP claimed they sold 3 sections 

including the church parcel in 1887 with a disclaimer suggesting the parcels were sold to Rufus Clark in 

1889. The problem is that they did not get the letters patent #39 until 1897 as a remnant of the Grover 

Cleveland administration. Union Pacific Railway committed fraud by selling the the milk before they 

bought the cow. I have found additional Land in the same county sold before the Patent issued and 

presume they did the same thing in other counties/states. 



I had already notice the UP trying to get them to give me a first site for the Combolisk project on the 

right of war. I also told them they couldn’t own Land in the unincorporated US. So I claimed their unused 

Land when they did not respond. I changed the claim to all UP land. I indicated like the back dated States 

brought into the Union by the Assemblies, I indicated that if all Parties adhere to the Public LAW by 

acquiescence of Notice, I would only claim the one section in the Denver Tech Center including the 

church. The Title companies will get a billion in claims, but are limited to the one section. I offer the UP 

the use of the Land for $1 per year. The Combolisk project gets funded as the existing parcel owners file 

tile insurance claims. For 50% of the settlement by a person becoming a National, I will grant their parcel 

to them. They get a Land Patent by becoming a National to join our ranks, get half the claim for their 

trouble and fund the Combolisk Project. 

This is the third Notice regarding the Combolisk Project. I haven’t heard from you. I was excited to send 

you the love of my mother’s handed down recipe for fudge. I realize now that sugar treats were 

probably not received well. I am learning and thank you, your husband and your team for your amazing 

work. 

Blessings, 

Michael Leigh Macgowan 

 


